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This paper argues that the interaction and satisfaction approach to Agree accounts for symmetric and asymmetric 
agreement in Bantu and beyond. 

Object agreement in Bantu languages varies along several parameters, for example what triggers object 
agreement (animacy, humanness, information structure) and whether it is symmetric or not. In asymmetric agreement, 
only the highest object (usually a benefactive or recipient) can control agreement. In symmetric agreement, in contrast, 
lower objects, e.g. the theme, can control agreement too. Similar patterns are found outside of Bantu as well, e.g. in 
Tigrinya or Itelmen, where the discourse status of object referents determines which object controls agreement in a 
ditransitive construction. 

I implement an analysis of (a)symmetric agreement building on Amy Rose Deal’s interaction/satisfaction 
framework. On this approach, probes are specified for sets of interaction (INT) and satisfaction (SAT) features. INT 
features specify which features a probe can agree with (also repeatedly) while SAT features specify which features 
make a probe stop probing. I propose that variation in SAT features derives variation in (a)symmetry and that 
INT/SAT specifications can capture differential agreement patterns. 

For example, sensitivity to information structure is modelled as a TOP value of a feature δ. A probe with the 
INT set {TOP, φ} can be valued by a topical (TOP) goal with person and number features (φ). If the probe’s SAT set 
is {TOP}, it will stop once it has interacted with a topical goal. This approach can derive symmetric agreement with 
a higher or lower object, depending on which one is topical. 

In contrast, in languages with asymmetric agreement, a SAT feature set {D} specifies that the probe is 
satisfied by any DP it interacts with, independently of its other features. This means that the probe cannot probe beyond 
the highest object it encounters. 
 


